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The Second Edition of BUSINESS LAW: Principles and Cases in the Legal Environment,
continues to offer a readable, rigorous, and practical introduction to business law--in a format
improved to enhance learning and understanding. With a thorough explanation of the legal and
regulatory issues affecting businesses, Davidson and Forsythe utilize outlines, exhibits,
questions, and problems to help students get the most out of each chapter. Timely cases and
examples conserve the language of the court. A continuous Business Application Case threads
throughout the book, providing a hypothetical business environment in which students learn to
apply the law. Designed to optimize teaching and learning, BUSINESS LAW: Principles and
Cases in the Legal Environment, features: Complete topical coverage in a clear and accessible
presentation A continuous hypothetical business model that connects theory and practice A
Classic Case and a Contemporary Case example in each chapter Rich pedagogy that includes
questions, case problems, and writing assignments Visual aids and exhibits throughout the
book that illustrate legal and business concepts A flexible organization that adapts to a wide
range of teaching objectives and approaches Updated throughout, the Second Edition
provides: The inclusion of recent Supreme Court cases and developments in the law Additional
illustrations to visually convey legal concepts and relationships Learning objectives in each
chapter to aid study and review
Presents in-depth, comparative analyses of German, UK and US company laws illustrated by
leading cases, with German cases in English translation.
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD EDITION, 11E combines the legal credibility,
authoritativeness, and comprehensiveness of a traditional business law book with strong visual
appeal and reader-friendly features. This book's engaging, high-interest presentation is
complemented by the essential detail and information necessary to completely explain
business law topics. BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD EDITION offers in a credible
business law source that you will want to read. The book explicitly meets the AACSB
curriculum requirements. This edition covers contemporary topics that impact today’s business
world, such as the financial crisis and its impact on business law, identity theft, immigration
law, and diversity issues. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This interactive CD-ROM Edition is based on the best selling print version of West's Business
Law, 9th Edition. This CD-ROM can be used as a stand alone item or in conjunction with the
text. This CD-ROM appeals to those looking to experience business law in a whole new way
and medium. Along with inclusion of the entire West's Business Law text, this CD-ROM
includes video segments, full case presentations, a built-in study guide, quizzes, self-tests and
more.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and student friendly, longtime market leader BUSINESS LAW,
Eleventh Edition, delivers a classic blend of black letter law and cutting-edge coverage of
contemporary issues and cases. The first text to implement an undergraduate-oriented
textbook pedagogy with traditional law school-like content, BUSINESS LAW continues to set
the standard for excellence with its new edition. It combines a black letter law feel with a strong
student orientation, making the law accessible, interesting, and relevant for readers. The
cases, content, and features of the exciting new eleventh edition have been meticulously and
thoroughly updated, representing the latest developments. An excellent assortment of cases
ranges from precedent-setting landmarks to recent decisions. Ethical, global, and e-commerce
themes are integrated throughout, and numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge students
to apply what they've learned to real-world issues. The text also offers an unmatched range of
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support materials--including innovative online teaching and learning resources. It's no wonder
that BUSINESS LAW, Eleventh Edition, is used by more colleges and universities than any
other business law text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and reader-friendly, market-leader BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND
CASES delivers an ideal blend of classic black letter law and cutting-edge contemporary
issues and cases. Today, BUSINESS LAW, 14E continues to set the standard for excellence.
The book’s strong reader orientation makes the law accessible, interesting, and relevant.
Intriguing cases, timely content, and effective learning features are thoroughly updated to
represent the latest developments in business law. Cases range from precedent-setting
landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, e-commerce, digital, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout this edition with new features, such as new Digital Update
that shows how digital progress is affecting the law. Numbered examples, Case in Points,
sample answers, new reader-friendly Concept Summary Designs and helpful exhibits all work
together to ensure reader comprehension. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and student-friendly, longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW:
TEXT AND CASES LEGAL, ETHICAL, GLOBAL, AND CORPORATE ENVIRONMENT
delivers an ideal blend of classic black letter law and cutting-edge coverage of contemporary
issues and cases. The first text to implement an undergraduate-oriented pedagogy with
traditional law school-like content, BUSINESS LAW continues to set the standard for
excellence. The text combines the benefits of a black letter law approach with a strong student
orientation, making the law accessible, interesting, and relevant for readers. The cases,
content, and features of the Twelfth Edition have been thoroughly updated to represent the
latest developments in business law. An excellent assortment of included cases ranges from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions, and ethical, global, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge
students to apply what they've learned to real-world issues, and the text offers an unmatched
range of support materials including innovative online teaching and learning resources. It's no
wonder that BUSINESS LAW is used by more colleges and universities than any other
business law text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Comprehensive, authoritative, and cutting-edge, THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF
BUSINESS combines a classic black letter law approach with an interesting and
accessible reader-friendly format. The cases, content, and features of the exciting new
ninth edition have been thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in the
business law environment. An excellent assortment of cases ranges from precedentsetting landmarks to important recent decisions, and ethical, global, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous features and exercises help
you master the material and apply what you have learned to real-world issues, and the
text offers an unmatched range of support resources, including innovative online study
tools that help you work effectively and maximize your results. It's no wonder THE
LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS is used by more colleges and universities than
any other legal environment text. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Interesting, clear, and applied, BUSINESS LAW TODAY: STANDARD EDITION is the
ideal guide to the law and what it means in the business world--from contracts and
secured transactions to warranties and government regulations. Easy to understand
with an engaging writing style that is matched by vibrant visuals, BUSINESS LAW
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TODAY includes coverage of contemporary topics that impact not only the business
world, but your life--from the financial crisis and its impact on business law to identity
theft,immigration law, and diversity issues. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and reader-friendly, market-leader BUSINESS LAW:
TEXT AND CASES - Commercial Law for Accountants delivers an ideal blend of classic
black letter law and cutting-edge contemporary issues and cases. Today, BUSINESS
LAW - Commercial Law for Accountants, 14E continues to set the standard for
excellence. The book’s strong reader orientation makes the law accessible, interesting,
and relevant. Intriguing cases, timely content, and effective learning features are
thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in business law. Cases range
from precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, ecommerce, digital, and corporate themes are integrated throughout this edition with
new features, such as new Digital Update that shows how digital progress is affecting
the law. Numbered examples, Case in Points, sample answers, new reader-friendly
Concept Summary Designs and helpful exhibits all work together to ensure reader
comprehension. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and reader-friendly, market-leader BUSINESS LAW: The
First Course - Summarized Case Edition, 14E delivers an ideal blend of classic black
letter law and cutting-edge contemporary issues and cases. Today, BUSINESS LAW:
The First Course - Summarized Case Edition continues to set the standard for
excellence. The book’s strong reader orientation makes the law accessible, interesting,
and relevant. Intriguing cases, timely content, and effective learning features are
thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in business law. Cases range
from precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, ecommerce, digital, and corporate themes are integrated throughout this edition with
new features, such as new Digital Update that shows how digital progress is affecting
the law. Numbered examples, Case in Points, sample answers, new reader-friendly
Concept Summary Designs and helpful exhibits all work together to ensure reader
comprehension. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This business classic features straight-talking advice you’ll never hear in school.
Featuring a new foreword by Ariel Emanuel and Patrick Whitesell Mark H. McCormack,
one of the most successful entrepreneurs in American business, is widely credited as
the founder of the modern-day sports marketing industry. On a handshake with Arnold
Palmer and less than a thousand dollars, he started International Management Group
and, over a four-decade period, built the company into a multimillion-dollar enterprise
with offices in more than forty countries. To this day, McCormack’s business classic
remains a must-read for executives and managers at every level. Relating his proven
method of “applied people sense” in key chapters on sales, negotiation, reading others
and yourself, and executive time management, McCormack presents powerful realworld guidance on • the secret life of a deal • management philosophies that don’t
work (and one that does) • the key to running a meeting—and how to attend one • the
positive use of negative reinforcement • proven ways to observe aggressively and take
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the edge • and much more Praise for What They Don’t Teach You at Harvard
Business School “Incisive, intelligent, and witty, What They Don’t Teach You at
Harvard Business School is a sure winner—like the author himself. Reading it has taught
me a lot.”—Rupert Murdoch, executive chairman, News Corp, chairman and CEO, 21st
Century Fox “Clear, concise, and informative . . . Like a good mentor, this book will be
a valuable aid throughout your business career.”—Herbert J. Siegel, chairman, ChrisCraft Industries, Inc. “Mark McCormack describes the approach I have personally seen
him adopt, which has not only contributed to the growth of his business, but mine as
well.”—Arnold Palmer “There have been what we love to call dynasties in every sport.
IMG has been different. What this one brilliant man, Mark McCormack, created is the
only dynasty ever over all sport.”—Frank Deford, senior contributing writer, Sports
Illustrated
Discover the excitement of cutting-edge business law as BUSINESS LAW TODAY:
COMPREHENSIVE, 12E immerses you in a wide selection of intriguing new cases and
thorough coverage of the latest developments in the field. This successful textbook
ensures the study of business law is both appealing and relevant without sacrificing the
legal credibility and comprehensive coverage that have made the text a trusted favorite.
Each chapter offers visually engaging, time-tested learning tools to illustrate how law is
applied to real-world business problems. You clearly see how landmark cases, statutes,
and other laws significantly impact the way businesses today operate both within the
United States and across the globe. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
BUSINESS LAW: TEXT & CASES--COMMERCIAL LAW FOR ACCOUNTANTS is an
adaptation of the market-leading Clarkson/Miller/Cross textbook. This textbook is suited
for the second course in a business law series (commercial law), often a requirement
for accounting majors. It covers topics students will see on the CPA exam and delivers
an ideal blend of classic black letter law and contemporary cases. The text's strong
student orientation makes the law accessible, interesting, and relevant with cases that
represent the latest developments. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.

Focus on the basics of business law principles with BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND
EXERCISES, 9E. Written in user-friendly language, each chapter concentrates
on one important topic, allowing readers to easily explore specific points of law
and concepts. The authors have taken special care to provide straightforward
descriptions, everyday examples, and varied exercises to help readers apply
what they are reading and learning to real-life situations. Developed to provide a
business law overview, this edition’s short, concise chapters are punctuated with
illustrative and timely features, including Highlighting the Point and real case
summaries. Each chapter’s learning tools clarify contemporary legal principles in
a practical presentation that ensures readers gain a solid understanding of
business law. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Based on the first half of the longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW: TEXT
AND CASES by Clarkson/Miller/Cross, this paperback text offers an affordable
solution for the first course in a business law series, often a requirement for
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business majors. It delivers an ideal blend of classic black letter law and
contemporary cases. The text's strong student orientation makes the law
accessible, interesting, and relevant, with cases that represent the latest
developments. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Based on the longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND CASES by
Clarkson/Miller/Cross, this paperback text offers an affordable solution for those
looking for a concise one-semester text that offers in-depth treatment of today’s
business law topics. Designed for the contemporary one-semester course,
BUSINESS LAW: TEXT AND CASES--AN ACCELERATED COURSE provides
the rigor and seriousness of a classic black-letter law text with a brief nineteenchapter table of contents. The text combines the benefits of a black-letter law
approach with a strong student orientation, making the law accessible,
interesting, and relevant for readers. An excellent assortment of included cases
range from precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions, and
ethical, global, e-commerce, digital, and corporate themes are integrated
throughout this edition. In addition, numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge
students to apply what they have learned to real-world issues. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version.
A less-expensive grayscale paperback version is available. Search for ISBN
9781680923018. Business Law I Essentials is a brief introductory textbook
designed to meet the scope and sequence requirements of courses on Business
Law or the Legal Environment of Business. The concepts are presented in a
streamlined manner, and cover the key concepts necessary to establish a strong
foundation in the subject. The textbook follows a traditional approach to the study
of business law. Each chapter contains learning objectives, explanatory narrative
and concepts, references for further reading, and end-of-chapter questions.
Business Law I Essentials may need to be supplemented with additional content,
cases, or related materials, and is offered as a foundational resource that
focuses on the baseline concepts, issues, and approaches.
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: COMPREHENSIVE immerses you in the excitement of
cutting-edge business law with a wide selection of intriguing new cases and
thorough coverage of the latest developments in the field. The Tenth Edition of
this successful textbook makes the study of business law appealing and
relevant--without sacrificing the legal credibility and comprehensive coverage that
have made the text a trusted favorite. Each chapter's visually engaging, timetested learning tools illustrate how law is applied to real-world business
problems--and how landmark cases, statutes, and other laws are having a
significant impact on the way businesses operate both within the United States
and across the globe. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
THE LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS is the #1 text for this
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course--setting the standard by delivering comprehensive, authoritative, and
cutting-edge coverage in an interesting and accessible format. Its recipe for
success includes the same black letter law flavor as its market-leading
counterpart, BUSINESS LAW by Clarkson, Miller, and Cross, but with a specific
focus on current topics such as ethics, government regulation, and administrative
law. The cases, content, and features of the exciting new Tenth Edition have
been thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in the business
law environment. An excellent assortment of cases ranges from precedentsetting landmarks to important recent decisions, and ethical, global, e-commerce,
digital, and corporate themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous
critical-thinking exercises challenge students to apply what they have learned to
real-world issues. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This text is used at more colleges and universities than any other business law
text. With the perfect balance of tradition and innovation, this benchmark text
brings to life the functions and inner-workings of business law in the real world.
Rich with classic and modern cases, West's Business Law is the ideal text for
students entering virtually any field of business. By combining this market leading
text with a complete supplements and technology package, this is the one clear
choice in business law courses.
This summarized case version of the best-selling title, BUSINESS LAW, ALTERNATE
EDITION offers a comprehensive, authoritative, and student-friendly delivery of classic blackletter law blended with coverage of contemporary issues and cases. The cases, content, and
features of the 12th edition have been thoroughly updated to represent the latest
developments in business law. Excellent assortments of cases are included, ranging from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout. Numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge students to
apply what they've learned to real-world issues. In addition, the text offers an unmatched range
of support materials including innovative online teaching and learning resources. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The extraordinary authorship of William T. Allen and Reinier Kraakman provides a unique realworld perspective to Commentaries and Cases on the Law of Business Organization. Logical
and flexible organization allows for chapters to be taught in any order to accommodate
alternative teaching approaches. Rich commentary in the form of explanatory notes facilitates
teaching and understanding. Careful case selection and editing presents both classic and
important recent cases. An economic-analysis perspective is made accessible through clear
and consistent explanatory text. Examples, hypotheticals, and diagrams illustrate conceptual
and theoretical models. The text can easily be used in a Business Organization course with a
focus on corporate law. Features: New chapter on basic finance and valuation concepts that
updates materials from earlier editions Extensively revised chapter on the corporate voting
system which addresses the success of several governance reforms Updated discussion of the
duty of loyalty including Delaware benefit corporations and the demise of Emerald Partners II
Up-to-date and authoritative commentary on the Delaware case law A presentation centered
on the principal-agent problem, which gives students a functional framework for understanding
both statutory law and judicial decisions
This book emphasizes the practical application and theory of international business law with
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supplementary cases and readings. Multinational and multicultural in perspective, this book
includes cases and opinions from more than 25 different countries and examines international
organizations and treaties that have an impact on business. Responsibilities of States for the
Treatment of Aliens and Foreign Businesses. Dispute Settlement. The Multinational Enterprise.
Foreign Investment. Money and Banking. Trade in Goods. Services and Labor. Intellectual
Property. Sales. Transportation. Financing. Taxation. For anyone who is interested in
Congress and state legislatures.
WEST'S LEGAL ENVIRONMENT OF BUSINESS is the #1 text for this course--setting the
standard by delivering comprehensive, authoritative, and cutting-edge coverage in an
interesting and accessible format. Its recipe for success includes the same black letter law
flavor as its #1 Business Law counterpart, West's Business Law, but with a more specific focus
on current topics like ethics, government regulation, and administrative law. Updated and
expanded teaching materials, including the new West's Legal Environment NOW online
assignment administration tool, keep this text unmatched in its ability to support the key
objectives of the course. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Never HIGHLIGHT a Book Again! Includes all testable terms, concepts, persons, places, and
events. Cram101 Just the FACTS101 studyguides gives all of the outlines, highlights, and
quizzes for your textbook with optional online comprehensive practice tests. Only Cram101 is
Textbook Specific. Accompanies: 9781285185248. This item is printed on demand.
Comprehensive, authoritative, and student-friendly, longtime market-leader BUSINESS LAW:
TEXT AND CASES delivers an ideal blend of classic black letter law and cutting-edge
coverage of contemporary issues and cases. BUSINESS LAW continues to set the standard
for excellence. The text offers a strong student orientation, making the law accessible,
interesting, and relevant. The cases, content, and features of the thirteenth edition have been
thoroughly updated to represent the latest developments in business law. Cases range from
precedent-setting landmarks to important recent decisions. Ethical, global, and corporate
themes are integrated throughout. In addition, numerous critical-thinking exercises challenge
students to apply knowledge to real-world issues. It is no wonder that BUSINESS LAW is used
by more colleges and universities than any other business law text. Important Notice: Media
content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in
the ebook version.
Packed with 2013 and 2014 cases, FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS LAW TODAY:
SUMMARIZED CASES, 10e covers core business law topics like contracts and sales in a
concise paperback. Summarized cases integrated throughout the text illustrate key points of
law without unnecessary detail. Intended for the one-term course focused primarily on
contracts and sales, the text condenses the latest legal topics--including cyberlaw, health-care,
financial reform, and more--for quick comprehension. An entire chapter is devoted to Internet
Law, Social Media, and Privacy. Current, abbreviated, and affordable, FUNDAMENTALS OF
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: SUMMARIZED CASES, 10e provides an easy-to-understand
alternative to traditional Business Law texts. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
BUSINESS LAW TODAY: COMPREHENSIVE immerses students in the excitement of cuttingedge business law with a wide selection of intriguing new cases and thorough coverage of the
latest developments in the field. The Ninth Edition of this successful textbook makes the study
of business law appealing and relevant for today's students without sacrificing the legal
credibility and comprehensive coverage that have made the text a trusted favorite among
instructors. Each chapter's visually engaging, time-tested learning tools illustrate how law is
applied to real-world business problems and how landmark cases, statutes, and other laws are
having a significant impact on the way businesses operate both within the United States and
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across the globe. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or
the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
LABOR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW: TEXT & CASES, 15TH EDITION, written by a nationally
renowned White House labor arbitrator, offers comprehensive and objective coverage of labor
and employment law topics that challenge readers to develop critical thinking skills through
case analysis. In-depth chapters explore labor law topics, focusing primarily on the National
Labor Relations Act, and are updated to include coverage of court systems and the role of
administrative agencies in policymaking. Understand the majority views, the dissenting
opinions, and the current laws that apply to these areas and follow the continued controversy
over topics like discrimination law (including race discrimination, religious discrimination,
national origin discrimination, age discrimination, sexual harassment, etc.) as well as worker's
compensation and employee privacy (updated to include text messaging issues). Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Rev. ed. of: Business law text and cases: legal, ethical, global, and e-commerce environments
/ Kenneth W. Clarkson ... [et al.]. 11th ed. c2009.
Business Law: Text and CasesCengage Learning
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